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Fill in the blanks below with words from this box:
try
wedding
suit
put
models
folded
fits
occasions
shorts
designer
cotton
pants
job
wool
whites
formal

stained
trends
tie
for
wardrobe
casual
laundry
dried

Shopping for Clothes
Shopping _________ clothes can be a lot fun. But before you buy anything, you should always
__________ it on and make sure it _____________.
Clothes for All Seasons
Depending on where you live, you may need a different _____________for each season. In the
heat of summer, ______________ and a _____________ T-shirt will keep you cool, while
______________ and a ______________ sweater will keep you warm in winter.
Casual and Formal Clothes
Different clothes are required for different _________________. For _____________ occasions
such as a __________ interview or a friend’s ___________, men might wear a ______________
and a ______________. On informal occasions such as a backyard barbeque, they will probably
wear something _____________ such as jeans and a T-shirt.
Laundry
When your clothes get dirty or ______________, it’s time to do the _________________. Usually
clothes are separated into ______________ and colors. After the clothes are washed and
___________, they get _____________ and _____________ away.
Fashion
If you want to know what the up-and-coming fashion ________________
are, you can see a fashion show where _______________ walk down the
runway, wearing clothes from __________________ labels.
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Crime Cloze
Fill in the blanks with the words in the boxes.
Crime
against

investigate

murders

robberies

committed

perpetrator

Crimes are acts such as such as _____________________ or _____________________ that are
_____________________ the law. When a crime is _____________________, the police
_____________________ to find the _____________________.
Investigations
interrogate

witnesses

suspects

evidence

alibi

During their investigations, the police gather _____________________ and talk to
_____________________. The police then make a list of possible _____________________, or
people they think may have committed the crime. The police then _____________________
the suspects to see if they have an _____________________.
Arrests
arrest

prove

guilty

charge

When the police think they have enough evidence to _____________________ that a suspect is
_____________________, they _____________________ the suspect and
_____________________ them with the crime.
Trials
innocent

testimony

jury

trial

sentence

The suspect is put on _____________________. During the trial, a
_____________________ listens to the evidence gathered by the
police and the _____________________ of witnesses. The jury then
decides if the defendant is _____________________ or guilty. If the
jury finds the defendant guilty, the judge hands down a
_____________________.
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Cloze Activities
Put the words in the box into the blank spaces below:
across
front
miss
your
how
moment
corner
left
next
down
looking
off
exit
lost
on
far

take
to
transfer
way
where

Directions by Street Name and Nearby Landmarks:
A: You look _________________. Can I help you?
B: Yeah. I’m __________________ for the Caprice
Theater. Do you know ______________ it is?
A: It’s on the _________________ of Elm Street and 22nd
Avenue. It’s ______________ to the Art Gallery. You can’t
_________________ it.

Directions by Subway or Bus:
A: Excuse me. Can I trouble you for a _____________?
B: Sure. What’s wrong?
A: I’m lost. Do you know _________ to get ________ the Stadium?
B: The easiest _________ to get there is probably by subway. Just ___________ the Central Line
to Broadway Station. ______________ to the Green Line and get __________ at Harbour
Station. If you go out ___________ number four it should be right in ____________ of you.
Directions by Foot or Car:
A: Can I get to the Harlton Hotel from here _____________ foot?
B: Sure. It’s not that ______________. Just go ______________ 4th Avenue to Main Street. Turn
______________ on Main. It should be on ______________ right. It’s _______________ from
the park.
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Movie Cloze:
Fill in the blanks below in the words in the box:
action
actors
animation
blockbusters
cameo
camera

character
comedy
critic
documentary
extra
genre

horror
plot
projector
scenes
sci-fi
screen

sequel
setting
star
theater
ticket
usher

Parts of the Movie:
The place or time a movie takes place is called the _________________. What happens in a
movie is called the _____________. A movie is usually broken up into many
_________________. The movie is filmed with a ________________.
People in Movies:
The people who act in the movie are _________________. A _______________ is a part that an
actor plays. The main actor is sometimes called the ____________________. When a famous
person has a short appearance in a film it is called a ___________________. An
______________ is an unimportant person who acts in the background. A ________________ is
a person who watches movies and writes reviews about them.
Movie Genres:
The type of movie is the movie _________________. A movie that makes you laugh is a
___________________. A movie that makes you scream is a ___________________. A movie
that is exciting with lots of guns and explosions is an _________________ movie. Movies about
the future or space are known as __________________ films. And a movie about real life is a
_______________________. An __________________ film has cartoon characters.
Blockbusters
Movies with big budgets that sell a lot of tickets are called ______________________. Many of
these movies do so well that movie producers make a _______________, or part II.
At the Theater:
The place where you watch a movie is called a
_________________. To see a movie, usually,
you have to buy a __________________. The
movie is projected onto a large
_______________ using a movie
_________________. An
__________________ is a person who shows
you to your seat and makes sure everybody is
quiet during the movie.
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Personal Finance Vocabulary Cloze
Fill in the blanks with the vocabulary items listed above each paragraph:
limit
default
afford

cash advance
funds

debt
purchase

pay back
interest

CREDIT CARDS
Credit cards are a convenient way to ___________
goods. They also come in handy when you have a
shortage of ____________. If you need a little extra
money for the weekend, you can take out a
___________ ____________.
In spite of these benefits, credit card _________ can also cause serious problems for people.
People spend more than they can _________. And because of the high _________ on money
borrowed, the credit card debt becomes harder and harder to _______ _______. Eventually,
some people are forced to ___________ on their payments. This is why credit card companies
put a ________ on the amount that people can borrow.
Credit risk
afford

Mortgage
co-sign

Savings
Default

credit evaluation

MORGAGES
Most people don’t have enough in ___________ to purchase a house so
they take out a house loan, which is called a _________. Before you get
a mortgage, the bank will do a thorough ________ __________ to
make sure you can __________ the loan. If the bank feels you are a
________ ________ they may ask you to find somebody else to
__________ your

mortgage. This person will be responsible to pay your mortgage if you __________.
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Love and Relationships Cloze
Fill in the blanks with the words in the boxes.
Beginning Relationships
crush
ask

sight

courage

blind

If you have a __________________ on someone, then you have to work up the
__________________ to __________________ them out. You might also ask a friend to arrange a
__________________ date. If you are lucky, it will be love at first __________________.
Dating
romantic

falls

on

along

know

seeing

When couples go __________________ a date, they usually go to a __________________
restaurant or café where they can get to __________________ each other better. When you start
dating somebody regularly, we say that you are '__________________' somebody. If you
get__________________ really well then you might become a couple. Sometimes, one person
__________________ in love, which means they start to have strong feelings for the other person.
Love and Marriage
wedding
proposes

engaged

vows

ring

asks

When couples go out for a long time, they may decide to get __________________ . One partner,
usually the man, __________________. When he proposes, he usually gives the woman a
__________________ and __________________ her to marry him. They invite their friends and
family to the __________________ where they say their wedding __________________.
Ending Relationships
apart
divorced

break

argue

heartbroken

over

Sometimes couples start to __________________ over everything. Other
couples just grow __________________. And so, sometimes, couples
__________________ up. If they are married, they get
__________________. However, when couples split apart, often one
person is __________________. In that case, the person will need some
time to get __________________the relationship.
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Fill in the blanks with words from the box:
appetizer
chef
bar
cook
breakfast
dessert
brunch
dinner
buffet
dishwasher

fancy
fast-food
lunch
non-smoking
salad

smoking
soup
tip
waiter

People Who Work in a Restaurant:
The person who serves your food is called a ___________________. The person who cooks your
food is called a ____________________ if it is a cheap restaurant or a _____________________
if it is an expensive restaurant. A ___________________ is somebody who washes dishes. If the
food and service is good, people usually leave a __________________.
Meals and the Time of Day:
Most people eat ____________________ after they wake up. Around noon people have their
midday meal, or _____________________. And ___________________ is the meal that people
eat in the evening. However, sometimes, especially on Sunday, people like to sleep in, so
instead of having breakfast, they eat a meal between breakfast and lunch called
______________________.
Parts of a Meal:
At lunch or dinner sometimes people order a snack before the meal called an
________________________. A __________________ or a ___________________ is often
served alongside the main meal. After dinner, people sometimes treat themselves to
___________________.
Types of Restaurants:
It’s nice to eat at a ___________________ restaurant, but that can
be expensive. Sometimes, if you are short on time or short on
money, you might go to a ______________________ restaurant
because the food is cheaper and served faster. Some restaurants
have a ________________________, which means you take a
plate up to a table loaded with food and you can put as much food
as you want on your plate. Other restaurants have a
___________________ where you can get an alcoholic drink while
you are waiting for your table. Most restaurants these days have a
_________________ and a _________________ section.
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Fill in the blanks with the words in the box below:
(1) reasonable
cheap
expensive

(2) cash
check
credit card

(3) fit
tight
baggy

(4) discount
tip
tax

(5) than
as
for

(1) The price:
If something costs a lot of money then it is ____________. But if it’s on sale then it is usually
____________. A ____________ price is the price that you would expect to pay for something.
(2) Payment:
When you pay for something, if you have enough money in your pocket you can pay with
___________. If you don’t, you can put it on your _____________ or write a _____________.
(3) Sizes:
If you have gained some weight, your clothes might be a little ____________. On the other
hand, if you have lost some weight, they might be a little _____________. If your clothes
___________, then they are not too big and they are not too small.
(4) The Bill:
When you go to a restaurant, it is nice to get a ____________. It’s also nice to get service. But if
the service isn’t good, then you don’t have to leave a ___________. In some countries, when
you order food you also have to pay a _____________.
(5) Comparison Shopping:
Forty dollars __________ a meal is a little expensive. Of course,
there are some restaurants that are much more pricey
____________ that. On the other hand, there are some really
good restaurants that are not as costly ________ that.
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